DISCUSSION QUESTION(S)

1. Based on what you know of discipleship/making, what are some regular habits / routines that could make you better prepared to make disciples?

2. We all know that Christians should read the Bible and Pray daily. Why (and how) are these two practices so necessary for our growth?

3. Break into pairs & share the Gospel as you would explain it to someone who doesn’t know Jesus? THEN discuss with the group why you were (or weren’t) satisfied with your ability to explain the Gospel.

4. What is the purpose/function of a Testimony or a Witness in a legal hearing?

5. How does this legal function of a testimony or witness shed light on the purpose and goal of our testimony?

6. How might God use this habit (Putting Off and On) to help other people to learn what it means to follow Jesus? Answer separately for those who don’t know Jesus and those who do.

7. What have you found most challenging / encouraging this session?

8. What changes do you hope to make a result? Ask the group to pray for this.